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“WALKING…IS HOW THE BODY MEASURES ITSELF AGAINST THE EARTH.”
- Rebecca Solnit

“WITH THE FIRST STEP, THE NUMBER OF SHAPES THE WALK MIGHT
TAKE IS INFINITE, BUT THEN THE WALK BEGINS TO DEFINE ITSELF AS IT
GOES ALONG, THOUGH FREEDOM REMAINS TOTAL WITH EACH STEP: ANY
TEMPTING SIDE ROAD CAN BE TURNED INTO AN IMPULSE, OR ANY WILD
PATCH OF WOODS CAN BE EXPLORED. THE PATTERN OF THE WALK IS TO
COME TRUE, IS TO BE RECOGNIZED, DISCOVERED.”
- A.R. Ammons

“BUT THE BEAUTY IS IN THE WALKING – WE ARE BETRAYED BY DESTINATIONS.”
- Gwyn Thomas

“ALL TRULY GREAT THOUGHTS ARE CONCEIVED WHILE WALKING.”
- Friedrich Nietzsche

“WE SHALL NOT CEASE FROM EXPLORATION
AND THE END OF ALL OUR EXPLORING
WILL BE TO ARRIVE AT WHERE WE STARTED
AND KNOW THE PLACE FOR THE FIRST TIME.”
- T. S. Eliot
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“WALKING ACTIVATES MY CREATIVITY ALL THE TIME ... I ONCE CAME
HOME WITH THE LAST STANZA OF A POEM, AN IDEA FOR A POSTER
AND A NEW IMPROVISATIONAL APPROACH TO A MUSIC COMPOSITION
I’D BEEN LEARNING – ALL FROM ONE WALK!”

EDITOR’S NOTE
SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and
expression that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more
about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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Dear Reader,

EDITOR’S NOTE

Starting out our 5th year of Courageous Creativity, we are really thrilled to present to you a full year of issues curated
around the (soul) purpose or vocation underneath the ways people contribute to the world, including their professions.
For instance, the purpose / vocation of healing may be met through practicing medicine, therapy, yoga, reiki, food or
even visual, performative or narrative art! The purpose of service may also be met by any of these things, or by teaching,
mentoring, volunteering, raising money, building homes and so on.
An exciting discovery as we went about this effort – a (soul) purpose or vocation is often closely related to what humans
do on a daily basis anyway. We all serve and heal each other. We walk, we prepare food, we think, we adventure, we tell
stories, we listen, we envision, we move, we teach … and we fall silent, too!
So here we are, with our first issue themed on something most of us literally take for granted – our ability to walk. Every
day humans walk. Walking is the scale and pace at which we truly experience the world. Ever since I first read Nipun
Mehta’s inspiring convocation speech “Paths are Made by Walking” in 2012, coinciding exactly with my beloved person
telling me that each time people ask him how he is such a balanced, calm and happy person he responds, “It’s because
I walk every single day no matter what,” I have been harnessing the creative power of walking. Walking activates my creativity all the time – when timed right, each time I step away from a piece of writing or music or visual art I am working
on and take myself to the waterfront, something reveals itself spontaneously. I once came home with the last stanza of a
poem, an idea for a poster and a new improvisational approach to a music composition I’d been learning – all from one
walk!
Only recently this year, research at Stanford showed that walking enhances creativity. But here’s what’s even more thrilling – walking can turn into a creative act in itself! Can you imagine an initiative called Wild Dream Walks in which people
give birth to their next dream in life over a group walk? In this issue of July 2014, read this and other stories from all
over the world from people who have found their purpose, vocation, cause or project in walking, and are transforming
themselves and others through it. Besides Nicole Huguenin, whose initiative Wild Dream Walks I just mentioned, hear
from Mony Dojeiji, pilgrim and author, Nipun Mehta, founder of Service Space, Darshana Shanbhag, medical practitioner,
Deepti Naval, famed cinema artiste, the traveling Peace Artist, and our unbelievable young stars, Alexandra and Sage
Herr who are American record holders for their walking and hiking adventures at 11 and 9 years old!
Here’s wishing you find your creativity on your feet,
Shahana.

“PILGRIMAGE ... [IS] THE ACT OF WALKING OUTWARDLY TOWARDS AN
INNER DESTINATION ...”

A RETURN TO HOME
MONY DOJEIJI

Mony is a pilgrim, seeker and author who formalized her studies with an MBA in Canada and,
for ten years, pursued a lucrative career in the IT industry. She left it all in 2001 to embark on
a search for self. Her quests have led her to many sacred sites, including the 800-kilometer
Camino (also known as the Path of St. James) in Spain, and her 5000-kilometer, 13-month,
13-country walk for peace from Rome to Jerusalem. For more about Mony and her awardwinning book Walking For Peace visit www.walkingforpeace.com
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A RETURN TO HOME
I cannot say that I ever really walked in my younger years. Rather, I ran, racing through my many activities, be they
personal or professional, in order to check them off my list. Reaching the goal was always more important to me
than the journey, and so walking seemed like a terrible waste of valuable time that could be filled with more worthy
ventures.
Pilgrimage, the act of walking outwardly towards an inner destination, was exceedingly difficult for me during the
early stages. My first forays on the Spanish Camino (or Path of St. James) were an exercise in trying to dominate the
path: walking quickly, preferably following the recommended miles in the guidebook, and rushing to be among the
first to arrive at the day’s destination. This goal-oriented approach only served to break down my body, and with it,
my spirit.
With time, patience and much self-love, I gave away the guidebook and began to rely on the gifts of the present moment to guide my steps. I began to pay attention to omens, synchronicities and, above all, my intuition. And I acted
in consequence, even when the actions made no logical sense. My steps, and my body, became the vehicle through
which I navigated the course towards my self, towards a heart that was just as eagerly awaiting my arrival.
And as I began the journey deeper inwards, those same steps revealed the fragments of a self that were crying out
for reconciliation. Walking, once again, became the means of making whole those pieces that had been divided in
my soul’s journey towards mastery.
I now see that the greatest teaching of pilgrimage has been to remind me that the journey we all share is the one
towards ourselves. The outer walking towards a sacred site is the metaphor and manifestation of walking inwards
towards what is to me the most sacred of sites, the inner self.

“WITH TIME, PATIENCE AND MUCH SELF-LOVE, I GAVE AWAY THE GUIDEBOOK AND BEGAN TO RELY ON THE GIFTS OF THE PRESENT MOMENT TO
GUIDE MY STEPS. I BEGAN TO PAY ATTENTION TO OMENS, SYNCHRONICITIES AND, ABOVE ALL, MY INTUITION.”

MONY DOJEIJI
Although it can be argued that you don’t need to embark on any physical journey to reach the inner destination, I
have found that pilgrimage gets me out of my routine and gives me the space to explore and reflect on my inner
journey. We all need our Ithacas to give us the dream and launch us on the adventure. We need those experiences so that when we finally arrive at our physical destination, our inner self has been so filled that Ithaca’s
luster seems faded.
Through many outer journeys toward the inner destination, we return over and again to our divine essence, each
time a little wiser, each time filled with a deeper sense of grace and higher purpose, and each time filled with
more love. And as we fill that essence with ever greater light, it cannot help but overflow into the world.
Walking, today, is my opportunity to reconnect with that essence, with that magic I felt during my pilgrimage and
that which is all too easily swept away in the routine of daily life. It is my moving meditation, an allowing of an
inner stillness to pervade my outer steps and to guide my mind so filled with its myriad thoughts, towards my
heart. The physical destination matters little to me now, although I prefer to be in nature, amidst the energy that
gives life, that creates. Clarity of thought and creative inspirations come more easily during these walks, and I
have learned to always carry writing material for when that perfect thought or insight reveals itself.
I also enjoy allowing the path to lead me, choosing trails that branch off in many directions so that, upon arriving
at a fork, I must pause and be present to see which way calls to me. I love those moments of not knowing exactly which way to go, but trusting that whichever path I choose is the “right” one, and will bring with it experiences
that will serve my soul’s journey. My intuition becomes my guide, as I feel my way rather than simply follow the
marked signs. This, for me too, is a metaphor and essential practice for living my daily life.
Whether we call it pilgrimage or simply putting one step in front of the other, walking remains an essential part of
my life, with its greatest gift being where it ultimately always leads me: my own inner self.
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“THROUGH MANY OUTER JOURNEYS TOWARD THE INNER DESTINATION, WE RETURN OVER AND AGAIN TO OUR DIVINE ESSENCE, EACH
TIME A LITTLE WISER, EACH TIME FILLED WITH A DEEPER SENSE
OF GRACE AND HIGHER PURPOSE ... WITH MORE LOVE.”

EATING DARK CHOCOLATE ON A MESETA ALEX AND SAGE HERR
TURNING EIGHT ON THE CAMINO
Alexandra is eleven and Sage is nine; both girls are avid hikers. In addition to hiking the Camino
de Santiago in 2013, they hike New Hampshire’s rugged White Mountains on a weekly basis.
Alexandra currently holds the record for the youngest person to have hiked all 48 of New Hampshire’s highest peaks during winter, and Sage is the second-youngest girl to have hiked those
48 peaks during summer and fall. In August 2014, the girls will hike the 214-mile John Muir
Trail in California to raise money for Feeding America; the trail will end on Mt. Whitney, the girls’
44th United States highpoint. Follow the girls’ hiking adventures on www.trishalexsage.com

ALEXANDRA HERR
Last year, I walked the 550-mile Camino de Santiago, the classic pilgrimage route of Spain, with my mother and
my little sister. We started at St. Jean Pied de Port on March 13, 2013 and walked first to Santiago, the official
ending for most pilgrims, and then to Finisterre, the original end of the Camino. We arrived in Finisterre on April
27, 2013.
We had walked the Camino to raise $10,000 for Global Fund for Women and GirlVentures, two female-empowering nonprofit organizations, both of which support human rights for women and encourage leadership skills
for girls. Raising money can be difficult, but it is totally worth it when you think about the great causes you’re
supporting.
One thing that inspired me to walk the Camino was Emilio Estevez’s movie, The Way. This film is about an older
man whose son died on the first part of the Camino. The man decides to walk the Camino himself, carrying his
son’s ashes with him, and sprinkling them along the path. It is not a true story, but it has landscapes and places
from the Camino, and it tries to be fairly accurate with the way the Camino is portrayed. What inspired me about
The Way was how beautiful the landscapes looked. I thought it would be cool to be there and to smell the air
around me.
The Camino was a spiritual, educational, and beautiful walk, along with being a social and cultural experience.
There were lots of different people walking and mostly, everyone was very nice. We met people from Spain,
Germany, Switzerland, North Korea, South Korea, America, England, and Canada. I opened my mind and body
to embrace a world that was very different from home. I also got more comfortable with the Spanish language
while I was there, since most of the population speaks it.
On our walk, one kind of landscape I really liked was the meseta. Mesetas are like mountains, except they are
flat at the top instead of pointy. We celebrated Easter on the meseta. We ate a bar of dark chocolate each, while
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“WE HAD WALKED THE CAMINO TO RAISE $10,000 FOR GLOBAL
FUND FOR WOMEN AND GIRLVENTURES, TWO FEMALE-EMPOWERING NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS...WHICH SUPPORT HUMAN RIGHTS
FOR WOMEN AND ENCOURAGE LEADERSHIP SKILLS FOR GIRLS.”

EATING DARK CHOCOLATE ON A MESETA
going up a small hill. The sun was rising, and we were on a beautiful, grassy, landscape. I can remember that
image clearly in my head.
The weather on the Camino varied while we were there. Sometimes it was cool, and sometimes it was hot. I
preferred the cool weather. When it’s cool out, you don’t get too sweaty or uncomfortable.
Sometimes, I felt a little homesick. I missed the cats, the dog, and my house. But for the most part, homesickness
wasn’t a problem.
Accomplishing something big like this feels good. It changes you. You feel proud and overjoyed. Leaning against
the marker that said, “0.000 miles to Finisterre,” I felt like I could now achieve anything!
I have hiked with my mom for six years now. When I hike, I feel connected to the world, especially when I am
above tree line. Why above tree line? I think it is because I see beautiful views, feel the wind through my hair, and
I think, “What a wonderful world we live in.” I also feel connected with my family. Out there we can talk, laugh,
and share our experiences with one another easier than somewhere else. Being in the mountains is like being
free.
*****

“ON OUR WALK, ONE KIND OF LANDSCAPE I REALLY LIKED WAS THE
MESETA. MESETAS ARE LIKE MOUNTAINS, EXCEPT THEY ARE FLAT
AT THE TOP INSTEAD OF POINTY. WE CELEBRATED EASTER ON THE
MESETA. WE ATE A BAR OF DARK CHOCOLATE EACH, WHILE GOING
UP A SMALL HILL.”

SAGE HERR
My mom, sister, and I hiked the Camino last year (2013) in March and April. We walked from St. Jean Pied de
Port (on the border of France) to and through Santiago, to Finisterre by the Atlantic Ocean in Spain. We had been
inspired by Emilio Estevez’s movie, The Way. The film had shown us a long trail in a different country that was
very beautiful, and it seemed like the perfect long distance hike.
We were already experienced hikers – we had done all of New Hampshire’s highest peaks as well as traveled
around the United States to climb mountains!
Walking through trees and hiking above tree line is so very beautiful. When I’m hiking a mountain, I want to get
to the top and I like to walk so I just keep going. And when I do get to the peak, it feels wonderful. Sometimes
there are views and sometimes you’re in a forest, but no matter what the scenery, it’s always exciting to reach
the top. It is also nice to see different landscapes and different historical structures.
I enjoy the feeling of accomplishment when I take on and finish a big venture. The Camino seemed like the
perfect adventure.
And it was! We met different kinds of people from all over the world. All of us were called pilgrims, since everyone who hikes the Camino is on a journey. A very nice woman from Germany taught us a card game and I really
liked it. Bonding with other pilgrims was a good experience for me.
I enjoyed our daily routine. We would get up from our beds in our albergue and eat a breakfast of croissants
or toast in the dining area. While we walked, we usually bought cheese, nuts, chocolate, and cookies for our
lunchtime meals at a store. We would walk until we were tired, usually about 14 miles, and then we would stop
at another albergue for the night. There, we would drop off our packs, take showers, and hand wash our clothes.
Then we would go out and have a three course meal. After eating, we would go back to the albergue, rest our
feet, and talk to other pilgrims.
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“WE WERE ALREADY EXPERIENCED HIKERS – WE HAD DONE ALL
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE’S HIGHEST PEAKS AS WELL AS TRAVELED
AROUND THE UNITED STATES TO CLIMB MOUNTAINS!”

TURNING EIGHT ON THE CAMINO
The food was great, but it had a lot of meat in it. We rarely got a meal that didn’t include meat. We met a vegetarian on The Way and he was really nice, but he had a hard time getting food that he could eat.
Walking the Camino was spiritual and peaceful for me. I really loved it. The farms, the hills, and the grass were
beautiful. I felt calm and free as I walked through the open hills. The landscape was different from New Hampshire’s and there weren’t very many trees for most of the Camino. I didn’t miss trees that much, though I was glad
to see them when we reached the last third of the Camino, where there are forests.
There were about five to eight miles between each town. On one part of the Camino, however, there was a stretch
that was ten miles long and totally flat. We were happy when we got to the next town because for those ten miles,
all you could see was flatness, with nothing to look at for miles and miles.
I spent my eighth birthday on the Camino. When my parents had first told me that I was going to have my birthday
in Spain, I wasn’t sure if I wanted that or not, but in the end, it turned out to be pretty cool. I was excited that it
was my birthday and that we were doing the usual walking routine. We tied balloons to my backpack and that was
fun (and a little embarrassing). I liked hiking and seeing everything and having my birthday at the same time. The
two things combined (walking and my birthday) was very nice.
When I reached the “0 Mark” in Finisterre at the end of our Camino, I felt happy and excited. I think I will always
remember the Camino because of the joy and spirituality that it brought me and because I did it with my family.

“WALKING THE CAMINO WAS SPIRITUAL AND PEACEFUL FOR ME. I
REALLY LOVED IT... I SPENT MY EIGHTH BIRTHDAY ON THE CAMINO...
WE TIED BALLOONS TO MY BACKPACK AND THAT WAS FUN (AND A
LITTLE EMBARRASSING). I LIKED HIKING AND SEEING EVERYTHING
AND HAVING MY BIRTHDAY AT THE SAME TIME.”

“...THE ACT OF WALKING HAS BEEN MY MOST TRUSTED FRIEND,
PROVIDING THE SPACE TO WONDER AND PLAY WHEN FOR ONE
REASON OR ANOTHER I AM FEELING DISCONNECTED, STUCK, OR
FRUSTRATED. YOU COULD SAY THAT SINCE AGE TEN, WALKING HAS
UNKNOWINGLY BEEN MY DAILY PRACTICE OF INNER TRANSFORMATION...”

A CALL TO WALK
NICOLE HUGUENIN

Nicole is the founder of Wild Dream Walks, a movement of people activating their dreams through
hour long walks in small groups of people. She spends her time connecting and partnering with
others to bring their dreams to reality. See more at: http://wilddreamwalks.com/
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A CALL TO WALK
Walking has always had its place in my life. At times, providing the quietest place to reflect and get lost in my
own fantasies, at others a means to bring awareness to a cause I support. Mostly, the act of walking has been my
most trusted friend, providing the space to wonder and play when for one reason or another I am feeling disconnected, stuck, or frustrated. You could say that since age ten, walking has unknowingly been my daily practice of
inner transformation, much like yoga and meditation are for others.
More recently, walking has assumed a much bigger role in my life. A little over a year ago, after thirteen years as
a teacher and educator, I abruptly took a month off. Disappearing from my hometown of San Francisco, I traveled
to a city where I knew no one and had no other means of transportation beyond my own two feet. For most of the
month, I walked 4 to 5 miles a day, in stark contrast to 60-hour work weeks and traffic, back home.
During that month, my days were spent walking for hours on end, contemplating anything from quantum physics
to the groundhogs that popped up along the path. Slowing down like this served to reconnect me, as walking has
always done, to my creativity, imagination, and deep love for nature and other people, yet I still felt a longing for
something more. My original plan was for a month off, however as I hit the last days of that month, I could feel
the world starting to speed up again, with my thoughts returning to the quickness of a transactional world, fueled
even more by the return of my daily coffee run habit.
On one such run, I grabbed my to-go cup and started to leave when a loud voice inside me screamed, “Stop!
Slow down now.” I’ve heard this voice inside me before and on this day, for the first time in many years, I listened.
I turned around looking for a seat and the only one available was next to an older lady, sitting peacefully with her
nice red gloves stacked next to her purse.

“...A LOUD VOICE INSIDE ME SCREAMED, “STOP! SLOW DOWN NOW.”
...I TURNED AROUND LOOKING FOR A SEAT AND THE ONLY ONE AVAILABLE WAS NEXT TO AN OLDER LADY, SITTING PEACEFULLY WITH HER
NICE RED GLOVES STACKED NEXT TO HER PURSE...”

NICOLE HUGUENIN
I smiled at her and we began to chat about the snowy weather, about Boulder, and eventually about teaching.
The conversation hit a natural pause and I heard her take a deep breath. She looked in my eyes and asked me
if she could share her one and only wish for the world with me. I said of course, and this sweet woman started
to share how she had written a book about walking in nature. Her wish was to have this book spread throughout
the world so that every person who has ever suffered, as she has, knows that by using nature as a metaphor
one will always have a friend and a common language to use with others.
This woman, Diane, had tears in her eyes as she opened up to me about her twenty year struggle with getting
this book published, not knowing how to move forward, nor the people who could help. She had no aspirations
of making any money. Her sole wish was that as many people around the world could have access to the metaphor that she had created. At this point, my inner voice again spoke to me and again I listened, telling Diane
that I would help her make this wish come true. With that decision, I also decided to stay in Colorado for a little
longer and prolong this slowed lifestyle. If one month of slowing down connected me to Diane, I wondered what
six months would bring.
Diane and I have met on-and-off now for the past year and a half. This past fall, we moved our usual coffee
dates to a cemetery, where we walked and talked about the plans for the book for a couple of hours. During
one particular walk, our conversations blossomed beyond our normal book planning and, much as Diane’s book
came to her on a walk twenty years prior, my own dream appeared to me.
I imagined more of these exact style of walks with more people. I wondered if the same inner transformation
that Diane and I experienced on our own personal walks could spark and flourish even more in a group setting.
The idea bubbled up inside of me as we continued walking, prompting Diane to stop us and ask me what I was
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“THIS PAST FALL, WE MOVED OUR USUAL COFFEE DATES TO A
CEMETERY, WHERE WE WALKED AND TALKED ABOUT THE PLANS
FOR THE BOOK FOR A COUPLE OF HOURS. DURING ONE PARTICULAR
WALK, OUR CONVERSATIONS BLOSSOMED BEYOND OUR NORMAL
BOOK PLANNING...”

A CALL TO WALK
thinking about. I paused, took a deep breath, and shared my idea with her, as she had done with me many months
prior. I watched her sweet smile grow as she told me how she knew from the day we first met that we both would
find our next journey while walking on our paths together.
That particular walk was last October. Since then, we have assembled a small dream team to publish Diane’s book,
Gardening Your Life for Beauty and Growth online for easy access and downloading by anyone in the world. And,
over the last six months, over 100 walkers have participated in Wild Dream Walks (my dream), in Denver and San
Francisco.
Every walk, I see strangers slowing down, taking a deep breath, and sharing their dreams with one another. People
share of wanting to start new businesses, of changing to careers with more impact, of writing books, of wanting
more love in their life, of starting movements about their passions, of travelling or moving across the world. Some
even come in a complete state of confusion, not having access to their own dreams for a long time.
Every one of those walkers has left with a reawakened sense of possibility for their future. I believe this happens
because they realize and notice how other walkers have struggled or stalled with their dreams. In fact, as each walk
progresses further and further down the path, a sense of empathy and trust is created and I notice walkers sharing
parts of their dreams they have never uttered out loud.
No walk is ever the same, just as no dream is ever the same. From third graders to college grads to divorced moms
to corporate executives, I experience these strangers courageously sharing and in that, I witness them connecting
on a deeper level, a connection that we normally don’t get in our day-to-day lives. It’s a natural connection, one that
comes, I believe, from the metaphor of interconnectedness that nature provides.

“I IMAGINED MORE OF THESE EXACT STYLE OF WALKS WITH MORE
PEOPLE. I WONDERED IF THE SAME INNER TRANSFORMATION THAT
DIANE AND I EXPERIENCED ON OUR OWN PERSONAL WALKS COULD
SPARK AND FLOURISH EVEN MORE IN A GROUP SETTING.”

NICOLE HUGUENIN
In each hour-long walk, I ask walkers not to worry if their dreams will come true or not. Rather, I ask them to
hold an understanding that for any of our dreams to take foot, we must work a few muscles, not just in our legs,
but also those attached to our imagination, curiosity, and our interconnectedness. And, to do that, we must first
slow down enough to hear the call of those dreams.
On a personal level, bringing my own dream, as well as Diane’s dream to the world has not been easy; there are
days where I question it all and allow life to move by so quickly that I fail to pay them the attention they deserve.
It just so happens that those are also the days when I haven’t walked or shared my dream with another.
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“EVERY WALK, I SEE STRANGERS SLOWING DOWN...SHARING
THEIR DREAMS WITH ONE ANOTHER...OF WANTING TO START NEW
BUSINESSES, OF CHANGING TO CAREERS WITH MORE IMPACT,
OF WRITING BOOKS, OF WANTING MORE LOVE IN THEIR LIFE, OF
STARTING MOVEMENTS ABOUT THEIR PASSIONS, OF TRAVELLING
OR MOVING ACROSS THE WORLD...”

“...THINKING CLEARS, CLOUDS OF DOUBT PASS, FOCUS SHARPENS.
AND THEN, THE IDEAS COME FLOODING IN...OLD MEMORIES DANCE
WITH NEW MEANINGS; OLD QUESTIONS ARE GREETED WITH NEW
ANSWERS AND OLD PROBLEMS WITH NEW SOLUTIONS.”

BEYOND MYSELF

DARSHANA SHANBHAG
Darshana lives, works and plays at the crossroads of science and art, practicing Internal
Medicine, exploring the world through photography, finding expression in the precision and
flair of language, finding peace in running, walking, hiking and skiing. Growing up in the
mesmerizing chaos of Mumbai, Darshana moved to the pacific beauty of the Seattle area in
1991 and after short stays in other cities returned here in 2000 to the place which feels like
Home. Family, friends, work, nature and the artistic offerings in the Northwest make everyday living a sheer pleasure.

DARSHANA SHANBHAG
Sunshine dapples through between fresh green leaves snaking its way dexterously to the soft moist earth. Fern
fronds uncurl smiling at the tall evergreens piercing into the skies above. Narrow winding paths find their way
through dense, rich vegetation. They draw me along, and I make my way through, yearning for the vistas appearing around every bend, enchanting with their beautiful surprise. Streams gush, telling tales of a thousand years.
Gentle breezes whistle by cooling the brow.
Every uphill step, every breath brings in a renewed sense of triumph. The body pushes on beyond itself, seeking
salvation and finding a heady sense of freedom. A freedom from hesitation, trepidation, and reservation.
And all this time, the mind soars in a sense of exhilaration, thinking clears, clouds of doubt pass, focus sharpens.
And then, the ideas come flooding in. As they push their way to get attention, a few are gathered by conscious
thought. Old memories dance with new meanings; old questions are greeted with new answers and old problems
with new solutions.
That which is called creativity is merely the mingling of the old and the new, bringing a fresh twist to an age old
artistry.
Spent legs race on
Crackling twigs beneath
Music in my head
A maelstrom doth release
Whirling through the fog
Words leash and unleash
Emotions shackled to lines
A meaning do bequeath
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“IN THAT PROXIMITY, THE ENTIRE WORLD AROUND ME GROWS INTO
MY MUSE, TEASING MY THOUGHTS INTO CREATING POETRY...A LONE
FLOWER IN A THICK VEIL OF SHRUBS...OR A BEE BUZZING CRAZED
BY THE INTOXICATING NECTAR OF A THOUSAND FLOWERS.”

BEYOND MYSELF
Walking and running in the Northwest have both always been addictive and alluring to me. They have opened
my eyes to the beauty in nature, to capturing some of that beauty in pictures for sharing, to freeing the words
trapped within me yearning to escape, to putting feelings into words which follow their own rules, and to resolving
all that needs resolution.
At times, my legs of their own volition race along trails numbed from feeling, my arms move in rhythm endeavoring to fly, my body aches to feel weightless, borne on a cushion of air, a magic carpet created out of its own
momentum.
And then sometimes, time seeks to slow down. I walk firm and strong, feeling every step on the uneven terrain,
admiring every plant that beckons, every flower that winks and every bird that chirps. Nature asks to step close
and I comply, feeling the velvety texture of the leaves, the sharp sting of the pine needles and breathing in the
glorious aroma of the cedars.
In that proximity, the entire world around me grows into my muse, teasing my thoughts into creating poetry. As
my fingers find my camera unconsciously, I am pulled into different perspectives, seeing eye-to-eye with the
objects of my admiration. A lone flower in a thick veil of shrubs may stop me in my tracks or a bee buzzing crazed
by the intoxicating nectar of a thousand flowers. They are accorded all the respect they richly deserve and then
my legs move on seeking more and more delights for the body and the soul. The walk grows into a quest for a
sublime beauty, giving both satisfaction and feeding a craving for more.
As I hold my camera amidst the phenomena of nature, I am tempted to look beyond the visual and grasp at the
very core of the spirit of being which lies common to all live flora and fauna. Our need for sustenance, attraction to the source of light, drive to perpetuate ourselves and quest for survival is the same even if differently
expressed.

“AS I STAND IN THE WOODS, HEARING THE SOUND OF SILENCE, THIS
REALIZATION LEADS ME TO MORE THAN I CAN SEE. AND I KNOW I
FEEL CLOSER TO THE TRUTH. THE NEED TO SPREAD THAT KNOWLEDGE GETS BORNE WITHIN AND IS ACTED UPON.”

DARSHANA SHANBHAG
As I stand in the woods, hearing the sound of silence, this realization leads me to more than I can see. And I
know I feel closer to the truth. The need to spread that knowledge gets borne within and is acted upon. The fascination of these images and those words lies in that they get interpreted differently by the eyes of the beholder
adding more luster to them. As more stories build upon them, a new collective understanding dawns upon me
and I feel grateful.
Truth can never hide
The wind washes it out
Say it any which way
Honesty wields its clout
Sometimes, I walk and run with others. This experience brings in entirely different and wonderfully rich dividends. It fosters a sense of community, an awareness of camaraderie, and a focus on battles that need to be
fought both within and without.
Living in a city rich with people drawn to both the great outdoors and to a sense of giving for the greater good,
my husband and I have participated in many, many events over the years including those for the Komen Foundation, American Heart Association, American Cancer Society, Juvenile Diabetes Association and so many more.
Be it the joy of Beating the Bridge before the bridge beats us, zipping through a fast paced 5 K run, setting a
decent pace for a 10 k run or lasting a half marathon through nasty weather, you feed off the feeling of belonging in a society of strivers, sharing in a drive to raise awareness and support for the needs of humanity, making
this world a safer and healthier place for all.
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“SOMETIMES, I WALK AND RUN WITH OTHERS. THIS EXPERIENCE
BRINGS IN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT AND WONDERFULLY RICH DIVIDENDS. IT FOSTERS A SENSE OF COMMUNITY, AN AWARENESS
OF CAMARADERIE, AND A FOCUS ON BATTLES THAT NEED TO BE
FOUGHT BOTH WITHIN AND WITHOUT.”

BEYOND MYSELF
I have also been a part of The Pink Panters, a brainchild of my good friend, Alka Jhawar, since its birth in Feb
2013. Here we gather together for runs, walks and other events to express our solidarity with those affected, to
raise funds for causes such as the Komen Foundation and the American Diabetic Association, to volunteer our
time and effort to gain an understanding, in a way that makes us more human, both vulnerable and brave, ready
to face that which comes. We grow strong within our minds and even stronger when together.
As we walked and ran as part of The Pink Panters just recently under the Space Needle for the Susan Komen
Foundation, all resplendent in our bright pink shirts, the radiant smiles, the spring in our step, those occasional
dance moves and the frank hugs said it all.
‘We are here to make it happen. We will stay, we will help, and we will succeed’.
Whether you are walking alone or with a group, with family, friends or with the community, whether exploring your
way through nature or in an organized setting for a cause you believe in, it has the magical ability to take you beyond yourself and your everyday concerns into a realm of reaching for more, for solving more, and for ultimately
creating more through the freedom of thought and a sense of empowerment.
So walk on today
As your feet will lead
And your mind shall follow
So when tomorrow comes
Your mind shall lead
And feet simply follow.

“[WALKING]...HAS THE MAGICAL ABILITY TO TAKE YOU BEYOND
YOURSELF AND YOUR EVERYDAY CONCERNS INTO A REALM OF
REACHING FOR MORE, FOR SOLVING MORE, AND FOR ULTIMATELY
CREATING MORE...”

THE RIVER AND I
DEEPTI NAVAL

Deepti is an artiste in the true sense of the word. Behind her silence lies a strength that has
made Deepti the persona she is today. With a passion that cries art in its truest form, and,
which has traversed from the celluloid where each act was carefully chosen and honed, to
paper where verse flowed from her thought to be penned for posterity and her latest, her
canvases, where her striking strokes kindle the flames of her latent talent, she wins critical
acclaim for whatever be the creative outlet of the self. Deepti is a seeker of beauty, an explorer of wilderness, and enjoys trekking in the remote mountains of Himachal and Ladakh.

“...THE PERENNIAL CONFLICT
BEGINNING AT THE END
AND WILL END
AT THE BEGINNING...”
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THE RIVER AND I
a marvelous light
comes from the mountain
stops me in my track
a light I have not seen
before
here’s where
the Zanskar river meets
the Indus
here’s where I begin my
journey
and there will be
no escape
no dark streets
to free down
no inner roads
getting me out of myself
my catharsis will be
recorded hereon
who I am ... and who I
think I am ...
the perennial conflict
beginning at the end
and will end
at the beginning

WALKING ART FOR PEACE
PEACE ARTIST

What can one do for Peace? The Peace Artist can do art. He is convinced that all people are
good. His only hope is that others will be encouraged and inspired to do what they and only they
can do for peace. For over 3 years, Peace has walked, run, and biked over the earth creating art
and hoping to create peace both internally and externally.
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WALKING ART FOR PEACE

Walking 1.
Which is harder? Pushing your burdens up, or slowing their descent?

Walking 2.
Some deserts must be crossed with the body, some with the mind.

When walking a pilgrimage each step is a meditation.
Each time your foot touches the ground something is exchanged. The real trick is to take each step with gratitude.

Paintings done with friends always carry a greater weight
of meaning. You remember painting it; that is typical.
But, in addition you remember the experience of doing it
together. Looking back over portfolios you remember the
love exchanged.

Painting is my way to
document my gratitude
for being here...a way to
slow down and cherish
the experience. Gratitude for being able to
see.
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“WHEN WE WALK, ONE FOOT RESTS WHILE THE OTHER MOVES
FORWARD. BEING AND DOING ARE BOTH NECESSARY, LIKE THE INBREATH AND THE OUT-BREATH.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH

NIPUN MEHTA

Nipun is the founder of ServiceSpace, an incubator of projects that works at the intersection of
volunteerism, technology and gift-economy. Over the years, ServiceSpace has incubated a diverse
set of projects that include online portals DailyGood and KarmaTube, offline movements like Smile
Cards, a pay-it-forward rickshaw in India, and Karma Kitchen restaurants. Nipun is routinely invited
to share his message of “giftivism” to wide ranging audiences, from inner city youth in Memphis to
academics in London to international dignitaries at the United Nations. His mission statement in life
now reads: “Bring smiles in the world and stillness in my heart.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH...
Shirin – Hi Nipun, thank you so much for talking with Courageous Creativity!
Your 2012 convocation speech at the University of Pennsylvania started with you urging the fresh graduates ‘not
to fly…but to walk’. Can you tell us more about that?
Nipun – As young students, we are groomed with the narrative that faster is better. So I offered walking as a
metaphor to operate at a human pace, at a natural pace, without an internal sense of greed. When we go at
the speed of two feet, everything is slow, intentional and deliberate. To-do lists turn into undo-lists. Lighter your
load, wider the smile. Arrogance of security loosens its grip and slowly gives birth to humility of the unknown.
Instead of pressing on the accelerator, we yield to the animals and admire their grace; instead of being absentminded consumers, we greet passersby as fellow pilgrims of life; instead of being desensitized to suffering
around us, we start to connect with its source within us. Life then becomes an uninterrupted, commercial-free
dance, that we’d miss if we were in a rush to get somewhere.
As the quote from ‘Waking Life’ goes: “The idea is to remain in a state of constant departure while always arriving. It saves on introductions and goodbyes.”
Shirin – Your speech included insights gained from a 1000km walking pilgrimage that your wife Guri and you
undertook in India where you lived on a dollar a day. Can you talk about the surrender and faith that is needed
with doing something like that?
Nipun – Six months into our marriage, my wife and I dropped all our plans, went to the Gandhi Ashram in India
and decided to embark on a walk. We had no plans and no end date. Humanity’s poorest billion live on dollar a
day, so we decided that’s what we’d have between us.
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“SIX MONTHS INTO OUR MARRIAGE, MY WIFE AND I DROPPED ALL
OUR PLANS, WENT TO THE GANDHI ASHRAM IN INDIA AND DECIDED
TO EMBARK ON A WALK. WE HAD NO PLANS AND NO END DATE ...
AFTER ABOUT 1000 KILOMETERS, WE ENDED UP AT A MONASTERY...”

NIPUN MEHTA
We would serve wherever an opportunity showed up – from pushing stalled cars on the highways to helping old
farmers carry loads to cleaning community places to sharing stories of everyday heroes. We ate whatever food was
offered, and slept wherever place was provided. Sometimes things didn’t work, and that gave us an opportunity to
grow in renunciation; sometimes things worked out miraculously, and that gave us a chance to cultivate gratitude.
After about 1000 kilometers, we ended up at a monastery and flipped a coin to see if the pilgrimage would continue
internally or externally – we ended up staying, and doing meditation retreats over the next three months. “Just jump
and the net will appear,” they say. That was our experience. It’s scary to jump and trust like that, but when we did,
we happily discovered a net of compassion and interconnection that we were previously blind to.
Shirin – You encompassed four valuable insights from this pilgrimage into an acronym W-A-L-K. What do those four
letters stand for?
Nipun – ‘W’ stands for witnessing, which starts with nature outside of us. Then, the ‘A’ stands for accepting things
as they are, without trying to change them. That calms the mind and lends insights into nature inside of us. ‘L’
stands for loving, which starts to emerge naturally. And finally, ‘K’ stands for knowing thyself – a blossoming of a
dynamic relationship between nature within and without.
Shirin – How does walking play a role in your simple self-stated mission - “to bring smiles to the world and stillness
to my heart’?
Nipun – For me, walking is a metaphor for slowing down to deepen our awareness. It allows us to see that we are
not separate from our aching feet or the celestial hues of sunlight that cross the fields at sunrise. We learn

“‘W’ STANDS FOR WITNESSING, WHICH STARTS WITH NATURE OUTSIDE OF US...THE ‘A’ STANDS FOR ACCEPTING THINGS AS THEY ARE... ‘L’
STANDS FOR LOVING, WHICH STARTS TO EMERGE NATURALLY. AND FINALLY, ‘K’ STANDS FOR KNOWING THYSELF...”

IN DIALOGUE WITH...
how nature works with abundance, without any need for accumulation; how the crows skip with two feet, the
camels bob around without moving their heads, the monkeys stare as if it’s a new show each time.
Need, not greed. It lends insight into the simplicity of cause and effect. When we serve others, we get served
ourselves. In that sense, the deepening of awareness is what brings me back to the mission statement of my
life.
Shirin – What are smile cards, that you use instead of business cards?
Nipun – I love the Smile Cards! It’s the simplest thing – do a kind act for someone and leave a Smile Card
behind that instructs them to pay it forward. It could be anything from a conversation with a homeless person to
paying for the person behind you in line, to trading your first-class seat in an airplane with a stranger in economy-class, to thanking the local janitor, to even just listening to a friend or calling up your parents.
In search of the big ideas that will change the world, we often forget the invisible acts that are the backbone of
humanity. Anyone can order these cards at KindSpring.org at no charge. They can use them to do an act of
kindness and attach the Smile Card to tell the recipient to pay it forward. And then, you can share stories online,
see what other people are doing, or engage in all kinds of other activities.
We started by printing 100 cards, without the foggiest idea of how we’d sustain ourselves and today, there are
more than a million Smile Cards in distribution and the site is full of ideas, inspiration and stories. It never fails to
reinvigorate me.
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“FOR ME, WALKING IS A METAPHOR FOR SLOWING DOWN TO DEEPEN OUR AWARENESS. IT ALLOWS US TO SEE THAT WE ARE NOT
SEPARATE FROM OUR ACHING FEET OR THE CELESTIAL HUES OF
SUNLIGHT THAT CROSS THE FIELDS AT SUNRISE. WE LEARN HOW
NATURE WORKS WITH ABUNDANCE, WITHOUT ANY NEED FOR ACCUMULATION...”

NIPUN
MEHTA
POP!
ART
Shirin – I found this quote from you - “When I was 17, I wanted to head out to the Himalayas – until I found the
Himalayas right in my backyard- in my own heart.” Tell us more.
Nipun – Ever since I was a kid, I would always ask the big questions of life. What’s the purpose of this whole charade? What happens after you die? What is the motive for action? Often, I didn’t find the answers I was looking for,
so I would start investigating.
Seventeen was a turning point of sorts in my life, when my spiritual search came into the foreground. I was playing
a lot of tennis (secretly hoping to turn pro), I took a lot of advanced classes and was already a junior in college, en
route to start studying Computer Science at UC Berkeley. But my prime focus had shifted, somehow, to dealing with
my unanswered existential questions.
The journey still continues to this day, but where previously I was looking for answers, I now look to dissolve the
questions. It’s a long path.
Shirin – ‘Tireless’ is a word that has been used by many to describe you. And your long list of amazing accomplishments attests to that. How do you balance the doing with the being?
Nipun – When we walk, one foot rests while the other moves forward. Being and doing are both necessary, like the
in-breath and the out-breath. For me, I can say that without a daily meditation practice, I’d be rudderless and all my
doing would be reduced to busy work.
On the flip side, ‘being’ alone can also be an indulgent escape. When both being and doing occur in unison, I’ve
noticed that they elegantly modulate each other and life feels like a joyous dance.

“THE JOURNEY STILL CONTINUES TO THIS DAY, BUT WHERE PREVIOUSLY I
WAS LOOKING FOR ANSWERS, I NOW LOOK TO DISSOLVE THE QUESTIONS.
IT’S A LONG PATH.”

PHOTOGRAPHY
SHIKHA JAIN

Shikha is a student of life and enthusiastic explorer, who calls PNW her home! She loves to
travel and play with data. Photography is the love of her (current) life. If there is a walking
path, you can be sure to find her with the camera (device don’t matter much - it could be an
iPhone or DSLR). This has slowed the speed of her daily walks, which is how she finds most
of her ‘natural’ compositions.
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